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Abstract— The popularity of the social networking applications increases day after day. These applications 
propose to the users disparate services, that's what drives the users to deal with an important number of these 
applications. This situation makes difficult to the users to check the updates in their social network and to maintain 
their social relationship with other users. In this context, we propose SNAI (Social Networking Application 
Integration) platform for unifying access to different social networking applications and build Ontology using a 
semantic web for represent data and relationship. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 
The social networks is represented by different 
processes of communication and connection between 
people which can lead to create social relationships 
between them. The social network structure it is 
depend on three major attributes: User, Relationship, 
and Network [1].The social network applications have 
become a part of life for the most people. Recently, 
social network applications have abounded, and users 
are owning at least one account if different 
applications. 
 
With the large number of social network applications, 
the user cannot manage and review updates of all his 
accounts. As a result, there will be some messages 
aren't read or are read but aren't responded. In addition, 
the user will take a lot of time and effort to access on 
all accounts and review all updates. On the other hand, 
in social network applications the government 
organizations cannot monitoring all messages between 
users for any reasons such as security reasons. 
 
Therefore, in this paper we proposed a solution for this 
problem. The solution is a build platform from scratch 
for integrate all social network applications in one 
application. This platform help users to manage 
different social networks applications accounts using a 
single access point. In addition, the platform has multi 
functions and different applications. We build the 
platform to be easily extensible by adding new 
functionalities and we prove this by developing two 
applications based on this platform, the first 
application is a social network relationship 
representation, the second application is a text 
analyzer and user behavior detection. 
 
II. RELATED WORK 

 
Existing social platforms are designed for day-to-day 
activities. That is, the functionalities provided by these  

 
systems are centered on daily contacts activities and 
are not able to provide statistics on the different 
exchanges between the users an its contacts that shows 
the evolution extent of their relationships. Even if we 
suppose that social applications provide such analysis, 
users cannot take a direct benefit from them since they 
are not interoperable and did not provide a unified 
view of the provided analysis [2] [3]. 
 
The most available platform focused on integration 
some of social network applications in one application 
to see all updates of all social network applications, 
some of platforms focused on integration of social 
network application accounts in one account to reduce 
using the computer CPU in order to reduce update 
requests from the server [4]. 
 
In addition, some researchers focused on integration of 
social network applications to unify the friends, as an 
example save the important friends in the favorite list 
[5]. Finally, all the projects that we have seen, are 
focusing on a specific function. In other word, after 
they integrate some of social network applications, 
they platform provide one function, for example, 
reduce the update request, load the important friends, 
send message from one account and so on. 
 
On the other side, our platform able to integrate with 
any new social network application and add new 
features such as relationships representation between 
friends and text analysis or any needed features. 
 
III. SNAI PLATFORM 
 
SNAI platform is a several systems under one name. 
The main idea of SNAI platform is an integration of 
many social network applications in one application. 
After the integration process, the user can access to all 
social network accounts by single access point, then he 
can browse all updates in one page (SNAI Wall) see 
(figure1) the SNAI wall arrange events of social 
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network applications based on event time. In addition 
to integrate of SNAs the platform it contains many 
subsystems such as analysis of social relationships 
between users and show the relation weakness or 
strength with other users. Moreover, our platform has 
subsystem to analysis of texts that exchange between 
users. This platform is characterized by the ability to 
install an additional new subsystem. Also, our 
platform provide a high level of security such as 
encrypt the login information. 

 
Figure 1: SANI Wall 

 
To integrate the social network application, we need 
API keys of SNAI platform to use it in authenticate 
our platform for accounting purposes. In addition to 
API keys we need user access token for each SNAs for 
authorize SNAI platform to access the user data, the 
following diagram describe how to get user keys (cf. 
figure2). 

 

 
Figure 2: user access token 

 
IV. HELPFUL HINTS 
 

A. RELATIONSHIP REPRESENTION 
 

The SANI platform save the users data in ontology for 
represent the relationship between the users. This 
ontology has several elements including message, date 
of message, sender and receiver. The ontology 
methodology is save all the daily date when the user 
browse SNAI account. We develop algorithm to 

extract and analysis the data from our ontology. To 
identify the relationship between the user with his 
friends the algorithm calculate the number of 
connections (messages, comments, etc.) for each 
friend, the following figure show the relationship 
result (cf. figure 3). 
After we get the relationship strength (none, weak, 
medium and strong), we need to determine type of 
relationship (Positive / Negative). In next section (text 
analysis), we will explain how to get the type of 
relationship. 

 

 
Figure 3: Relationships Result 

 
B. TEXT ANALYSIS 
 

After extracting the data from ontology, we analyze 
the text on three steps. First step, we convert the 
sentences into words to make a more accurate analysis 
(cf. Figure 4). 

 
Figure 4: Sentences converter 

 
The second step, the algorithm remove prefix and 
suffix of the word, as a result we obtain on root of 
word. Third step, we use the Stanford tagger[6] to 
identify the word type such as Verbs, Adjectives or 
Nouns (cf. figure 5), that will determine type of 
relationship based on positive/negative words using 
SNAI dataset. The SNAI dataset contain most of the 
positive and negative words. 
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Figure 5: Word tag 

 
CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

  
In SNAI platform, the social network applications 

will be integrated in one application that make it easy 
to capture the distributed social data, to reconcile 
objects (contact, community, media, etc.), and to 
summarize the social network activities (by 
performing preliminary analysis and providing statics 
on contacts activities). The SNAI help the user to 
manage all social network accounts by one account 
(SNAI account). In addition, the platform provide 
multi functions and different subsystems depends on 
our needs. Also, the SNAI infrastructure allow us 
easily to add new function of new subsystem. Finally, 
the SNAI platform saving the data of social network 
applications in the ontology to represent data and 
relationship. 

In the future work we will develop SNAI platform for 
mobile phone (android and Apple IOS).                
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